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Remarkably, after 12 years of prosperity and a lingering worldwide pandemic, the economic fundamentals 

remain strong going into 2022. Boston and its suburbs continue to be one of the most dynamic real estate 

markets, confirming its place as one of the top tier markets in the country. Massachusetts continues to 

prosper and thrive due to one of the most diverse business sectors in the world. Concerned about all the 

new office buildings being constructed in the Seaport and throughout Boston and the inner suburbs? Don’t 

be - there is an insatiable demand from life science companies that has landlords scrambling  to convert 

their buildings to lab space. As for the suburbs, there is over 7 million SF of existing office space being 

converted to lab.  It will take at least two years to build enough lab product to meet the overwhelming 

demand. 

A few general comments about the office market. For starters, we are not seeing a big flight out of Boston 

to the suburbs. In addition, the majority of companies want to maintain an office and do want their 

employees back at work. With that said, though, a lot of companies are reducing their footprint as they 

establish a hybrid work from home policy. The focus is clearly on class A space where the employer has a 

very attractive work environment to induce employees back to the office.

Class B office is going to suffer and at least 1/3 of the B product will need to be repurposed.

Even pre-pandemic 1 in 5 office buildings along I-495 was vacant. Municipalities will soon start to take a hit 

with their tax coffers as valuations decline. Those communities that can be progressive thinkers and 

thoughtfully rezone these buildings will benefit greatly.

Industrial space continues to be the hottest product, regardless of the sub-market. It is quite common now 

for an industrial tenant coming off a 5-year lease to have their rental rate double. On the same note, it is 

typical to see industrial buildings that traded at $75/SF five years ago now selling at or above $150/SF. 

Supply is so limited and quality land parcels so sparse, that many of our client searches for hi-bay 

warehouse are pushing into Western Mass, RI, and southern NH.

Of course, I would be remiss not to add a few more comments about the lab sector. $120/SF NNN rents in 

Kendall Square (no vacant space) while lab rents are hitting $85/SF NNN in Watertown. Lexington/Waltham 

lab rents are approaching $65/SF NNN. Furthermore, pockets of life science companies now extend from Rt 

128 north & south to Worcester in the west. A record $15 billion in VC funding is fueling this remarkable 

growth.

While the insatiable demand for industrial space is rampant across the country. The boom in lab space is 

nothing short of spectacular and limited to Boston and a few other select markets in the U.S.

Wishing everyone a healthy and prosperous New Year!

Garry R. Holmes 

President

2022 OUTLOOK



Q4 2021

128 CENTRAL (off ice)

SUBMARKET NEWS

MARKET RECAP

• More office properties/portfolios came to market or were sold – such as Nelson’s Walnut Street 
properties in Wellesley, consisting of 130,000 SF across 4 buildings ($36.55M - $281/SF). 

• Lab demand continues to rapidly outpace supply in Central 128. 100 Forge in Watertown is fully leased 
prior to completion with tenants like Remix Therapeutics (43,000 SF) and Affini-T (39,000 SF). 880 
Winter St is 70% preleased - tenants include TScan Therapeutics (115,000 SF) and RVAC Medicines 
(37,000 SF).

NOTEWORTHY NEWS

• Conversions were the major theme in 2021 and we expect this to continue in 2022. In Needham, 
conversion of the Muzi Ford site to up to 500,000 SF of office/lab is expected by new owner Bulfinch and 
BDG is converting 659 Highland Ave into a state-of-the-art medical building. 

• Waltham will see major changes with 305 Winter Street being sold to a large multi-family developer. 
Totten Pond Road will soon be transformed with Davis Co’s purchase of the Home Suites Inn and the 
impending sale of 375 Totten Pond. Main Street in Waltham will also be altered with Plywood Supply’s 
portfolio closing in 2022. 

• Lexington is all-in on lab. 420 Bedford, 10 Maguire, Boston Sports Club, and Bedford Street’s Quality Inn 
are all in the process of converting to lab. 

AREAS OF CONCERN

• How much higher can pricing go for office/flex space? 145 Wells Ave in Newton sold in January 2020 for 
$4.97M ($263/SF) and is now under agreement for over $8M ($400+/SF). 53-83 Fourth Ave (flex) and 
115 Fourth Ave (office/lab) in Needham sold as a package to Bulfinch for $304/SF - $40,625,000. 

• Office activity saw an uptick in Q3 2021 but slowed down again in Q4 as many companies retrenched 
due to concern over the new Omicron variant. We continue to keep an eye on when employees will 
return to the office. For now, most office activity is being fueled by tenants displaced due to their 
buildings being converted or sold to a new owner who is significantly increasing rents. 

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Lease
140 Kendrick St, Needham

106,000 SF
Wellington Management

Sale
181, 191, 201 Spring St, Lexington | Boston Properties

$191,500,000 ($574/SF)
SSOP LLC

Sale
93 Worcester St, Wellesley

$111,500,000 ($412/SF)
Beacon Capital

28,540,000
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

11.5%
VACANCY RATE

$38.25/SF
AVERATE RATE (GROSS)

CLASS A & B SPACE

2,400,000
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION



Q4 2021

128 NORTH/RT. 3 NORTH ( o ff i c e )

SUBMARKET NEWS

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Sale
5 Branch St, Methuen
$29,500,000 ($312/SF)

AEW Capital

Sale
410 Corporate Dr, Burlington

$42,200,000 ($368/SF)
GEM Realty

MARKET RECAP

• Several new life science conversions and deliveries have popped up as proposed in Q4. In Woburn, The Davis 
Cos have announced that they are working through permitting to redevelop the Showcase Cinema site into a 
~200,000 SF life science project. The Boston Sports Club on Presidential Way recently sold to Rhino Capital, 
with future potential repositioning into lab. GEM’s purchase of 10 Corporate Drive is another expected 
conversion to enter the pipeline.

• AEW’s purchase of 5 Branch Street in Methuen points to further demand from institutions to own medical 
buildings in the North Market. 

• Rumor has it that 40 and 60 Crosby Drive along with 4 Burlington Woods are close to leasing up. If they do, 
that will account for over 700K in new life sciences absorption.

NOTEWORTHY NEWS

• Positive absorption continued from Q3 into Q4, with 6 new leases over 10,000 SF reported. Showing activity 
for vacant office space has seen a slight uptick. Chinatti Realty Group leasing 17K at 2 Omni Way in 
Chelmsford and MediaTek renewing for 23K at 120 Presidential Way are two traditional office deals that 
contributed to Q4’s activity.

• Lab leasing activity was very strong in Q4 as well, a sign that Q1 could see some major lab absorption that will 
dig into the office vacancy. New England BioLabs taking 100K at Dunham Ridge and Cambridge Polymer 
taking 12,000 SF at 100 Tradecenter are examples.

• Cummings has put 60,000 SF of laboratory and pharmaceutical development space on the market at 34 
Commerce Way in Woburn. The former Amgen facility is expected to lease in the neighborhood of $85/SF 
gross.

AREAS OF CONCERN

• The lab development trend is bleeding more and more into the North Market each quarter. While user 
demand across most markets in Greater Boston is strong, will we see the type of frenzy of repositioning as we 
do in Waltham and Lexington in Burlington and Woburn?

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

Lease
5 Wayside Rd, Burlington

37,000 SF
Microsoft (Expansion)

47,895,000
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

15.5%
VACANCY RATE

$25.50/SF
AVERATE RATE (GROSS)

CLASS A & B SPACE

386,000
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION



Q4 2021

NATICK/FRAMINGHAM ( o ff i c e )

SUBMARKET NEWS

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Sale
310 Speen St, Natick

$12,600,000 ($119.69/SF)
Bulfinch

Lease
3 Strathmore Rd, Natick

20,400 SF
Electric Hydrogen Company

Sale
100 Pennsylvania Ave, Framingham

$4,550,000 ($61.48/SF)
RMR to CBE Penn LLC.

MARKET RECAP

• The Natick-Framingham office market finished 2021 the same way it began, (without much fanfare). Covid 
will continue to negatively impact office growth well into 2022. With so many companies extending their 
work from home policies, it is no wonder we continue to see precious few office deals of size get inked. In 
fact, for this quarter the three largest leases consummated in the market could be more aptly described 
as office/flex than traditional office. With these types of deals factored out, Natick and Framingham saw 
just 20,000 SF of new office leases signed this quarter.

NOTEWORTHY NEWS

• Bulfinch just closed on 310 Speen Street in Natick which is the 97,000 SF Neiman Marcus department 
store at price of $12.6 million. A conversion to life science is likely high on the list of probable uses. 
Bulfinch was responsible for a similar repositioning when they converted the former Atrium Mall in 
Chestnut Hill into The Lifetime Center.  

• Natick Based Electric Hydrogen Co. who originally leased 10,000 SF at 1 Strathmore Road in May, decided 
to step up to the neighboring building at 3 Strathmore for an additional 20,400 SF in October. 

• Our Q3 report mentioned the pending 4 building package sale at 9/90 Crossing in Framingham which 
ended up trading at $93M ($203/SF).

AREAS OF CONCERN

• The vast majority of Natick and Framingham’s office buildings are well over 30 years in age at this point. 
Common construction practices for that era often translate into limitations in ceiling height, roof load and 
mechanical distribution all of which make the prospect of lab conversion highly prohibitive. 

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

8,450,000
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

11.2%
VACANCY RATE

$25.75/SF
AVERATE RATE (GROSS)

CLASS A & B SPACE

0
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION



Q4 2021

495 WEST (off ice)

SUBMARKET NEWS

Sale
1400 Computer Dr, Westborough

$10,000,000 ($110.96/SF)
Bethany Road Rt

Lease
30 Bearfoot Rd, Northborough

65,000 SF
Motif Foodworks

Lease
450 Donald Lynch Blvd, Marlborough

30,500 SF
Sartorius

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

12,016,400
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

21.7%
VACANCY RATE

$19.25/SF
AVERATE RATE (GROSS)

CLASS A & B SPACE

5,200
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION

MARKET RECAP

• Vacancy ticked up a little to 21.7% from 21.5%. Companies continue to reevaluate their space 
needs and adjust their footprint accordingly.

• Asking rents have stayed virtually the same throughout the Pandemic. We will continue to see 
premiums on spaces smaller than 2,000 SF. These spaces are becoming increasingly hard to find, 
especially in class A buildings with attractive amenity packages. 

NOTEWORTHY NEWS

• Motif Foodworks is taking the 65,000 SF building at 30 Bearfoot Road- Pharma, Bio and other 
related companies will continue looking for options along I-495 due to the large inventory of space.

• Flex/industrial/warehouse users that have been in the same buildings for years are experiencing 
sticker shock as their rents are increasing on average 50% plus.

• Amazon’s $65 million purchase of 4400 Computer Drive in Westboro for a 220,000 SF “last mile” 
distribution center. This removes 670,000 SF of office space from the market (plus a 360,000 SF 
proposed office/lab building) and will hopefully have BNY Mellon relocating to a sizeable space 
within the submarket.

AREAS OF CONCERN

• With 48 spaces currently available for a single floor user of 25,000 SF+, and little tenant activity, it 
will be difficult to put a dent in the vacancy number. 

• Speaking of larger spaces, Liberty Mutual is staying at Albany Road’s Westboro Executive Park on 
Turnpike Road. On the downside, their footprint shrunk from +/- 30,000 to 16,000 SF. 

• There will be several conversations regarding conversions of high vacancy office buildings to 
accommodate pharma/biotech companies. However, we see this being a very high hurdle for most 
buildings to achieve due to the cost of construction, along with unaccommodating ceiling heights.

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS



Q4 2021

128 NORTH/RT. 3 NORTH ( in d u st r ia l )

SUBMARKET NEWS

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Lease
8 Centennial Dr, Peabody

520,000 SF
Amazon

Lease
4 Enterprise Rd, Billerica

105,000 SF
Nova Biomedical

Sale
300 Riverpark Dr, North Reading

$82,000,000 ($360/SF)
Wheelock Street Capital

MARKET RECAP

• Rising rents paired with limited supply accelerated sale valuations to an all-time high for sales in a short 
span.  Buildings that traded within as short as 2 years have been trading at 25% to 50% increases on an exit.

• New supply is in the pipeline that should provide some competition and relief for users. Unfortunately, most 
of the speculative options are still in the permitting phase and are at best 18 months off.  National 
Development’s ground up project at the former Textron facility (201 Lowell Street, Wilmington) is one of the 
largest projects set to deliver (305,000 SF) and should come online in early 2023.

NOTEWORTHY NEWS

• Rents continue to climb steadily as demand is strong from users paired with continued limited supply. New 
lease deals continue to flow in the market. Amazon in Peabody (520,000 SF), Nova Biomedical in Billerica 
(105,000), Tecnau at 60 Willow in Andover (55,000 SF), and Banner Industries at 1 Industrial in Danvers 
(32,000 SF) are all examples.

• E-commerce and Biotech continue to comprise a greater share of the leasing activity, as noted with Amazon 
and Nova’s recent new lease signings.

• Sale prices continue to climb in the market. Wheelock Street Capital’s purchase of the Amazon Robotics 
facility at 300 Riverpark in North Reading was the high-water mark at $360/SF while Longpoint’s purchase of 
3 Technology in Peabody was also notably high at $339/SF.

AREAS OF CONCERN

• Recent industrial trade valuations have been trending higher and higher each quarter, regardless of 
stabilization of the asset. With interest rates expected to increase later in 2022, we expect this phenomenon 
to taper off. Valuations will remain high but will require tighter underwriting to justify.

• For users, the market conditions over the last 5 years have become increasingly challenging for relocation or 
expansion. We expect about 1.6MM SF of new speculative product to deliver within the next 3 years, but 
only about 200,000 of that is currently under construction. Speed to the market will drive the demand for 
new product.

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

94,725,360
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

5%
VACANCY RATE

$13.00/SF NNN
AVERATE RATE (GROSS)

CLASS A & B SPACE

1,900,000
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION



Q4 2021

128 SOUTH ( industria l)
SUBMARKET NEWS

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Sale
100 New Boston Dr, Canton
$22,000,000 ($353.41/SF)

Oliver Street Capital

Sale
15-21 University Rd, Canton

$106,400,000 ($98.73/SF)
Calare Properties, Inc.

Sale
100 Mazzeo Dr, Randolph
$44,000,000 ($496.61/SF)

Laulima Families, LLC

MARKET RECAP

• Q4 showed no new construction for industrial or flex buildings, leaving few options to choose from 
and rates climbing in secondary markets where value rents were previously common, like Randolph 
and Avon, which are nearing rental rates achieved in Westwood and Norwood. 

• There are several owners evaluating major life science redevelopments such as CrossPoint Associates 
at 63 Nahatan Street in Norwood.

• Flex and Industrial average sale prices spiked from $150/SF last quarter to $230/SF this quarter in the 
submarket. The sale of 275 Bodwell Street (210,000 SF fully leased flex building) in Avon from Atlantic 
Management to Wheelock Capital for $238 PSF helped bolster the average sale price.

• Sales volume this quarter more than doubled that of last quarter soaring to $136,000,000. 

NOTEWORTHY NEWS

• Abveris relocated their headquarters from 480 Neponset Street in Canton to President’s Place in 
Quincy where it will lease 22,000 SF of newly converted office to lab space. 

• Capital Hall Partners is planning to build cGMP space in Canton at 100 Energy.
• Security Lock Distributors absorbed 50,000 SF of space on University Avenue in Westwood it originally 

had offered for lease.

AREAS OF CONCERN

• Owner-users searching south on Route 24 find pricing guidance to be similar to towns closer to Route 
128, demonstrating it is proximity to major highways and not just metropolitan areas that are 
impacting pricing. 

• With lab conversions becoming more popular and no new industrial construction in the submarket, 
there is concern for further tightening along Rt 128 South. Flex properties such as 333 Boston 
Providence Turnpike in Norwood and 26 Dartmouth Street in Westwood are already being marketed 
as conversion opportunities. This continues to deplete inventory for traditional industrial users.

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

17,318,000
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

5%
VACANCY RATE

$14.00/SF NNN
AVERATE RATE (GROSS)

CLASS A & B SPACE

0
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION



Q4 2021

495 SOUTH ( industria l)

SUBMARKET NEWS

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Sale
290 Beaver St, Franklin

$16,950,000 ($205.78/SF)
Black Creek Group

Sale
120 Forbes Blvd, Mansfield
$17,600,000 ($214.63/SF)

Brickman

Sale
12 Forge Pky, Franklin

$49,500,000 ($209.45/SF)
Link Logistics Real Estate

MARKET RECAP

• Investor sale transactions continue to dominate the industrial market with bulk/portfolio sales 
more often the norm than exception. Individual investors are all the more challenged to find 
one off transactions to satisfy 1031 exchanges or owner/user buildings.

NOTEWORTHY NEWS

• The industrial/flex sales volume in 2021 along the 495 South market eclipsed the transaction 
levels of 2020 by over 60% with staggering investor interest in this product type. Cap rates 
continued their downward trend now averaging 4 cap rate while average sales prices were up 
almost 20%. If nothing else, 2021 will be remembered as the year when anything industrial for 
sale would sell. 

AREAS OF CONCERN

• The forecast for 2022 is expected to be very similar to 2021 with strong investor interest in 
industrial product and the only limitations will be the lack of available properties for sale. 
Similar challenges will also face manufacturing and distribution companies with little to no 
available vacancies to satisfy expanding demand. Despite the higher lease rates on new 
offerings finding alternative options will be even more difficult. 

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

48,000,000
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

3.3%
VACANCY RATE

$11.13/SF NNN
AVERATE RATE (GROSS)

CLASS A & B SPACE

1,200,000
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION



Q4 2021

RT 24 ( industria l)

SUBMARKET NEWS

NOTEWORTHY TRANSACTIONS

Sale

275 Bodwell St, Avon Industrial Park

$50,000,000 ($238.10/SF)

U.S. Post Office

Lease

1025 Elm St, Bridgewater

160,000 SF

Amazon

Sale
800 John Quincy Adams Rd, Taunton

$78,000,000 ($222.65/SF)
TA Realty

MARKET RECAP

• The greater Route 24 industrial market continues to be red hot for spaces 25,000 SF and under. 
Inventory for quality small spaces (5,000 - 20,000 SF) remain difficult to find.

• New spec buildings are being built in a pace not seen for decades in this area. Most of the new 
buildings are catering to large users 50,000 SF and larger.

NOTEWORTHY NEWS

• Some lease renewals are seeing rates close to double what they are currently paying. Because 
of this, tenants do not seem to be surprised at the historically high rates. 

AREAS OF CONCERN

• Inventory for quality small spaces (under 20,000 SF) remain difficult to find with not much new 
or existing product on the horizon.

• The cost of construction for spec buildings of smaller sizes may discourage developers from 
building them. Even in this robust market, rates may have to be too high to make a project 
financially feasible.

RECAP OF MARKET HEALTH

40,770,000
TOTAL SQUARE FEET

4%
VACANCY RATE

$10.10/SF NNN
AVERATE RATE (GROSS)

CLASS A & B SPACE

940,000
SQUARE FEET UNDER 

CONSTRUCTION



Thank you  to a l l  our  c l ients  for  your  cont inued  
t rust  in  R .W.  Holmes over  the  past  45  years .  We 

wish  you  and your  fami l ies  cont inued  hea lth  
and  happiness  dur ing  these  d i f f icu l t  t imes.
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